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For Those Who Doubt the UK Government
Would Deploy Chemtrails –

They Have Form
By Weaver

A READER WRITES TO HIGHLIGHT TO NAYSAYERS
THAT THE UK GOVERNMENT, the UK Department of
Defence and the Royal Air Force (“RAF”) have sprayed UK skies

and modified the UK weather in the past. He points to the examples of
Britain’s biological weapons trials between 1940 and 1979, and ‘The
Lynmouth Flood Disaster’ in 1952 that claimed 34 lives in Devon,
England. Source

RAF Rainmakers ‘Caused 1952 Flood'

Unearthed documents suggest experiment triggered torrent that killed 35
in Devon disaster. On August 15, 1952, one of the worst flash floods ever
to have occurred in Britain swept through the Devon village of Lynmouth.
Thirty five people died as a torrent of 90m tons of water and thousands
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of tons of rock poured off saturated Exmoor and into the village destroying
homes, bridges, shops and hotels.

The disaster was officially termed "the hand of God" but new evidence
from previously classified government files suggests that a team of
international scientists working with the RAF was experimenting with
artificial rainmaking in southern Britain in the same week and could
possibly be implicated.

Squadron Leader Len Otley, who was working on what was known as
Operation Cumulus, has told the BBC that they jokingly referred to the
rainmaking exercise as Operation Witch Doctor.

His navigator, Group Captain John Hart, remembers the success of these
early experiments: "We flew straight through the top of the cloud, poured
dry ice down into the cloud. We flew down to see if any rain came out of
the cloud. And it did about 30 minutes later, and we all cheered."

The meteorological office has in the past denied there were any rainmaking
experiments conducted before 1955, but a BBC Radio 4 history
investigation, to be broadcast tonight, has unearthed documents recently
released at the public record office showing that they were going on from
1949 to 1955. RAF logbooks and personnel corroborate the evidence.

Until now, the Ministry of Defence has categorically denied knowledge
of any cloud-seeding experiments taking place in the UK during early
August 1952. But documents suggest that Operation Cumulus was going
on between August 4 and August 15 1952.

The scientists were based at Cranfield school of aeronautics and worked
in collaboration with the RAF and the MoD's meteorological research
flight based at Farnborough. The chemicals were provided by ICI in
Billingham.

Met office reports from these dates describe flights undertaken to collect
data on cumulus cloud temperature, water content, icing rate, vertical
motions and turbulence, and water droplet and ice crystal formation. There
is no mention of cloud seeding.
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But a 50-year-old radio broadcast unearthed by Radio 4 describes an
aeronautical engineer and glider pilot, Alan Yates, working with Operation
Cumulus at the time and flying over Bedfordshire, spraying quantities of
salt. He was elated when the scientists told him this had led to a heavy
downpour 50 miles away over Staines, in Middlesex.

"I was told that the rain had been the heaviest for several years - and all
out of a sky which looked summery —-there was no disguising the fact
that the seedsman had said he'd make it rain, and he did. Toasts were drunk
to meteorology and it was not until the BBC news bulletin [about
Lynmouth] was read later on, that a stony silence fell on the company,"
said Mr Yates at the time.

Operation Cumulus was put on hold indefinitely after the tragedy.

Declassified minutes from an air ministry meeting, held in the war office
on November 3, 1953, show why the military were interested in increasing
rain and snow by artificial means. The list of possible uses included
"bogging down enemy movement", "incrementing the water flow in rivers
and streams to hinder or stop enemy crossings", and clearing fog from
airfields.

The documents also talk of rainmaking having a potential "to explode an
atomic weapon in a seeded storm system or cloud. This would produce a
far wider area of radioactive contamination than in a normal atomic
explosion".

UK weather modification experiments at the time presaged current practice
in the US. The idea was to target "super cool" clouds, and to increase the
volume of freezing water vapour particles.

Most methods involved firing particles of salt, dry ice, or silver iodide,
into clouds, either from an aeroplane or from burners on the ground. The
clouds would then precipitate, pulled down below freezing point by the
extra weight of dense particles, thus making it rain sooner and heavier
than it might have done. Significantly, it was claimed that silver iodide
could cause a downpour up to 300 miles away.
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Many countries now use the technology, which has considerably improved
during the past 50 years.

But controversy still surrounds the efficacy of these early cloud-seeding
experiments. In 1955 questions were asked in the Commons about the
possibilities of liability and compensation claims. Documents seen by the
BBC suggest that both the air ministry and the Treasury became very
anxious and were aware that rainmaking could cause damage, not just to
military targets and personnel, but also to civilians.

The British Geological Survey has recently examined soil sediments in
the district of Lynmouth to see if any silver or iodide residues remain. The
testing has been limited due to restrictions in place because of foot and
mouth disease, and it is inconclusive. However, silver residue has been
discovered in the catchment waters of the river Lyn. The BGS will
investigate further over the next 18 months.

Survivors of the Lynmouth flood called for - but never got - a full
investigation into the causes of the disaster. Rumours persist to this day
of planes circling before the inundation.

Millions Were in Germ War Tests

Much of Britain was exposed to bacteria sprayed in secret trials Antony
Barnett, public affairs editor (Sun 21 Apr 200210.23 BST)

The Ministry of Defence turned large parts of the country into a giant
laboratory to conduct a series of secret germ warfare tests on the public.

A government report just released provides for the first time a compre-
hensive official history of Britain's biological weapons trials between
1940 and 1979-

Many of these tests involved releasing potentially dangerous chemicals
and microorganisms over vast swaths of the population without the
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public being told. While details of some secret trials have emerged in
recent years, the 60-page report reveals new information about more than
100 covert experiments.

The report reveals that military personnel were briefed to tell any ‘inquis-
itive inquirer' the trials were part of research projects into weather and air
pollution.

The tests, carried out by government scientists at Porton Down, were
designed to help the MoD assess Britain's vulnerability if the Russians
were to have released clouds of deadly germs over the country.

In most cases, the trials did not use biological weapons but alternatives
which scientists believed would mimic germ warfare and which the MoD
claimed were harmless. But families in certain areas of the country who
have children with birth defects are demanding a public inquiry.

One chapter of the report, 'The Fluorescent Particle Trials', reveals how
between 1955 and 1963 planes flew from north-east England to the tip of
Cornwall along the south and west coasts, dropping huge amounts of zinc
cadmium sulphide on the population. The chemical drifted miles inland,
its fluorescence allowing the spread to be monitored. In another trial
using zinc cadmium sulphide, a generator was towed along a road near
Frome in Somerset where it spewed the chemical for an hour.

While the Government has insisted the chemical is safe, cadmium is
recognised as a cause of lung cancer and during the Second World War
was considered by the Allies.

In another chapter, 'Large Area Coverage Trials', the MoD describes how
between 1961 and 1968 more than a million people along the south coast
of England, from Torquay to the New Forest, were exposed to bacteria
including e.coli and bacillus globigii, which mimics anthrax.

These releases came from a military ship, the Icewhale, anchored off the
Dorset coast, which sprayed the micro-organisms in a five to 10-mile
radius.
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The report also reveals details of the DICE trials in south Dorset between
1971 and 1975. These involved US and UK military scientists spraying
into the air massive quantities of serratia marcescens bacteria, with an
anthrax simulant and phenol.

Similar bacteria were released in 'The Sabotage Trials' between 1952 and
1964. These were tests to determine the vulnerability of large government
buildings and public transport to attack. In 1956 bacteria were released
on the London Underground at lunchtime along the Northern Line be-
tween Colliers Wood and Tooting Broadway.

The results show that the organism dispersed about 10 miles. Similar tests
were conducted in tunnels running under government buildings in White-
hall.

Experiments conducted between 1964 and 1973 involved attaching
germs to the threads of spiders' webs in boxes to test how the germs
would survive in different environments. These tests were carried out in
a dozen locations across the country, including London's West End,
Southampton and Swindon. The report also gives details of more than a
dozen smaller field trials between 1968 and 1977.

In recent years, the MoD has commissioned two scientists to review the
safety of these tests. Both reported that there was no risk to public health,
although one suggested the elderly or people suffering from breathing
illnesses may have been seriously harmed if they inhaled sufficient
quantities of micro-organisms.

However, some families in areas which bore the brunt of the secret tests
are convinced the experiments have led to their children suffering birth
defects, physical handicaps and learning difficulties.

David Orman, an army officer from Bournemouth, is demanding a public
inquiry.

His wife, Janette, was born in East Lulworth in Dorset, close to where
many of the trials took place. She had a miscarriage, then gave birth to a
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son with cerebral palsy. Janette's three sisters, also born in the village
while the tests were being carried out, have also given birth to children
with unexplained problems, as have a number of their neighbours.

The local health authority has denied there is a cluster, but Orman
believes otherwise. He said: 'I am convinced something terrible has
happened. The village was a close-knit community and to have so many
birth defects over such a short space of time has to be more than coinci-
dence.'

Successive governments have tried to keep details of the germ warfare
tests secret. While reports of a number of the trials have emerged over the
years through the Public Records Office, this latest MoD document -
which was released to Liberal Democrat MP Norman Baker - gives the
fullest official version of the biological warfare trials yet.

Baker said: “I welcome the fact that the Government has finally released
this information, but question why it has taken so long. It is unacceptable
that the public were treated as guinea pigs without their knowledge, and
I want to be sure that the Ministry of Defence's claims that these chemi-
cals and bacteria used were safe is true.”

The MoD report traces the history of the UK's research into germ warfare
since the Second World War when Porton Down produced five million
cattle cakes filled with deadly anthrax spores which would have been
dropped in Germany to kill their livestock. It also gives details of the
infamous anthrax experiments on Gruinard on the Scottish coast which
left the island so contaminated it could not be inhabited until the late
1980’s (Picture page 9).

The report also confirms the use of anthrax and other deadly germs on
tests aboard ships in the Caribbean and off the Scottish coast during the
1950’s. The document states: 'Tacit approval for simulant trials where the
public might be exposed was strongly influenced by defence security
considerations aimed obviously at restricting public knowledge. An
important corollary to this was the need to avoid public alarm and
disquiet about the vulnerability of the civil population to BW [biological
warfare] attack.'
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Sue Ellison, spokeswoman for Porton Down, said: Independent reports
by eminent scientists have shown there was no danger to public health
from these releases which were carried out to protect the public.

‘The results from these trials, will save lives, should the country or our
forces face an attack by chemical and biological weapons.'

Asked whether such tests are still being carried out, she said: 'It is not our
policy to discuss ongoing research.'

Gruinard Isle on the Scottish West Coast
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